[Effects of attention shifting on inhibiting anxiety: a study on a therapeutic mechanism of reciprocal inhibition].
The purpose is to examine the effects of number-counting and attention paid to body parts as anxiety inhibiting responses in reciprocal inhibition. Subjects were thirty-three men and women, all complaining of anxiety. They were classified randomly, in the presence of anxiety-arousing stimuli, into three groups--(1) the number-counting groups, (2) the group paying attention to body parts, and (3) the control group--each group consisting of 11 people. After a week's training, the number-counting group showed a significant reduction in their subjective anxiety compared to the other two groups, making it clear that number-counting is effective in inhibiting anxiety. The groups paying attention to body parts showed no significant difference compared to the control group, however the former tended to reduce subjective anxiety. This suggests that the attention paid to body parts may be effective in inhibiting anxiety. In general, the present study suggests that the shift of attention serves as a factor in inhibiting anxiety.